
 

ABOUT US:  

We are a group of great individuals       

and professionals in fields of art,      

hospitality, entertainment and event    

management. Our goal is to bring art       

and fun together for non-professional     

painters like you. Our team consists      

of 5 professional artists - Dora, Ivana,       

Monika, Vana i Zrinka who take care       

of revealing hidden Picasso within     

you, and Stipe who brought us all       

together. There is one more essential      

ingredient of our events and that is       

quality authentic Croatian wine which     

you are free to sip as much as you         

want throughout the evening. You     

can find more about us through our       

website or social media. 

 

Today, each member of our team has       

more than 10 years of professional      

art, event management and    

hospitality experience. We are    

extremely proud of bringing fun and      

laughter to adults, elders, couples or      

companies through our date nights,     

team buildings, charity events etc.     

We have participated in many     

interesting projects such as    

fundraising for the Down Syndrome     

association, engaging convicts to art     

classes in prisons here in Croatia, the       

official festival of Jered Leto and 30       

sec to Mars band on island of       

Obonjan and many more. 
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This is not just about painting or       

drinking wine, we are set to create       

imposing and meaningful memories    

to this unique experience you are      

going to attend to. 

Sip a glass and bring some of your        

own personality to the table! 

 

WHAT YOU WILL DO: 

As soon as you arrive, you will be        

offered with a glass of wine. You are        

free to sip as much as you like        

through the rest of the night for free.        

For those who are not into alcoholic       

drinks, we have some soft drinks      

available for you as well. Our lovely       

host will take you to your seats and        

explain what we will be actually doing       

with all these paint, canvases and      

brushes. 

As you could already guess, this is not        

going to be an art school or anything        

like that. It is all about fun, meeting        

new people and creating some great      

experiences together. 

 

Hosts will guide you step-by-step to      

help you make your own     

masterpiece. There will be a certain      

theme for the night for you to       

recreate it, but you are free to do        

anything you want to do as well. Or        

as long as you don't decide to paint        

the walls of our Art Bottega studio in        

some crazy colors. The best part is       

that you get to take your own piece        
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of art back with you as a memory of         

this great experience. 

 

We love to be surrounded by      

different people and cultures, that is      

why we are not afraid to mumble       

''Wie gehts du'' or ''Come stai”.  

 

Though this painting party experience     

is held in English or Croatian,      

reeeelax, all levels of language     

knowledge are welcome and basic     

level is barely required to enjoy the       

party. You might get surprised by our       

instructors speaking a little bit of your       

own language. Combined together,    

we speak few languages, so don't      

worry you will feel like at home. 

 

This Concept Gives Tourists And     

Locals The Chance To Have Fun On A        

Regular Night With The Opportunity     

To Socialize Creatively.  

 

 

Enjoy a nice, stress free night where       

your inner child is capable of being       

set free! We provide all supplies and       

materials (brushes, paint, canvas,    

etc.) for you and of course some fine        

local wine. Everything is included in      

the price! 
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Come, join us for a night of painting        

and sipping while having a great      

time! The number of seats is limited,       

so please book in advance! We      

provide everything you need for a      

great night out. 

Bring along your friends or come solo       

and meet new ones! 

 

 

 

WHAT WE WILL PROVIDE: 

Wine: You are free to sip fine local        

wine as much as you like through the        

night. We have some soft drinks      

available too. 

Equipment: We provide all supplies     

and materials (brushes, paint, canvas,     

etc.) needed to create your own      

masterpiece. 

Guidance: Our professional artists    

lead you step by step to help you        

recreate your own masterpiece you     

are taking home with you by the end        

of event. 

 

WHERE WE WILL BE:  

Art Bottega already has two active      

studios in Split and Zagreb and we are        

looking forward to opening a new      

one in the beautiful city of Zadar!       

Each one of our studios is unique and        

offers something different, but in all      

of them you are going to feel       

welcomed and relaxed.  
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People of Split and Zagreb already      

proved they love what we do and we        

are happy being able to provide the       

same pleasure to the people of Zadar. 

You will love it, come visit us to see it          

for yourself! 
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